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Abstract A reliable bi-directional communication network is one of the key factors in smart grid (SG) to
meet application requirements and improve energy efficiency. As a promising communication infrastructure,
wireless mesh network (WMN) can provide high speed
and cost-effect communication for SG. However, challenges remain to maintain high reliability and quality of
service (QoS) when applying WMNs to SG. In this
paper, we first propose a hybrid wireless mesh protocol
(HWMP) based neighbor area network (NAN) QoSaware routing scheme, named HWMP-NQ, to meet the
QoS requirements by applying an integrated routing
metric to route decision with effective link condition
probing and queue optimization. To further improve
the reliability of the proposed HWMP-NQ, we present
a multi-gateway backup routing scheme along with a
routing reliability correction factor to mitigate the impact of routing oscillations. Finally, we evaluate the
performances of the proposed schemes on NS3 simulator. Extensive simulations demonstrate that HWMP-NQ
can distinguish different applications and satisfy the
QoS requirements respectively, and also improve the
average packet delivery ratio and throughput with a reduced routing overhead, even with a high failure rate of
mesh nodes.
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1 Introduction
Instant and reliable data transmission from power supplier to
customers is of great significance in smart grid applications.
With the driving force from industry, the SG has developed
from one-way communication system of Automated Meter
Reading (AMR) to bi-directional communication system of
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) [1]. AMI integrates
sensors, smart meters, data management system and monitor
system to collect and distribute information between smart
meters and grid facilities [2]. In addition, smart meters can
control electric appliances through bi-directional communication between the smart meters and the AMI, and help users
adjust electricity consumption to avoid usage peak and improve resource allocation. SG communication infrastructure
consists of three different networks. These networks are home
area network (HAN), neighborhood area network (NAN) and
wide area network (WAN). A HAN focuses on small-scale
data communication between devices inside typical households, and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) can be an appropriate candidate for it for energy efficiency improvement and
network lifetime elongation [3–6]. A NAN is defined to provide a backbone for data that are transmitted from multiple
HANs as well as providing various services of its own, possible communication technology for NANs would be IEEE
802.11 s, broadband power line communications (BPLC).
While a WAN connects grid control centers and NAN data
concentrators with long distance in very large areas, and transmits data in a very high-speed manner. Underlying technologies may significantly vary based on the implementation. As
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far as the wireless technologies are concerned, such as
WiMax, 3GPP, Mesh could be used for WAN.
The neighbor area network (NAN) which forms data
transmission bridges between utility backbone and
households in SG. It is one of the most important parts
in power grid that contributes to the safety and efficiency of the whole grid. High reliability and QoS of NAN
communications are critically required [7–9]. Multi-hop
wireless mesh network (WMN) based on IEEE 802.11 s
can be a promising candidate for NAN since it can
provide high-speed and reliable wireless data transmission in communication [10]. However, there are some
challenges in hybrid wireless mesh protocol (HWMP) of
WMN in respect of reliability and QoS when applying
it to SG. First, the default airtime cost metric of HWMP
uses fixed test frames, which does not consider different
traffic situations of SG, and it may not be appropriate in
some particular SG environment. Moreover, frequent
routing oscillations and unstable route maintenance
mechanism of HWMP both increase the routing overhead and reduce the available bandwidth, which significantly endangers the reliability of smart grid networks.
In this paper, we first propose HWMP-NQ, a HWMP
based NAN QoS-aware routing scheme, to ensure QoS
of different smart grid applications. By taking into account packet size and transmission rate, the airtime cost
metric of HWMP is optimized to better reflect real-time
routing cost. We also adopt a traffic QoS calculation
algorithm based on single measurement to reduce the
overhead of link measurements, and meet the QoS requirements of NAN through the QoS-based service differentiation strategy, which distinguishes different applications before transmission by considering the data size
and QoS demands of different traffic situation. We also
present a multi-gateway backup routing scheme with a
routing reliability correction factor to mitigate routing
oscillations to further improve the reliability of
HWMP-NQ. Moreover, a single-hop path error (PERR)
based routing maintenance mechanism is proposed,
which helps reduce the routing overhead when link failure occurs. We implement the HWMP-NQ on ns-3 with
various smart grid applications. Performance evaluations
with high failure rate of mesh nodes are also provided.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
schemes are superior in enhancing the reliability and
meeting QoS requirements of smart grid systems, even
with a high failure rate of wireless mesh nodes.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the related work of the research area. Then,
we propose the HWMP-NQ routing scheme in section 3 and
optimize the routing reliability of HWMP-NQ in section 4.
Simulation results are provided in section 5. Finally, section 6
concludes this paper.
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2 Related work
In the literature, several studies have been proposed to improve the reliability and QoS of smart grid communication
system [11–21]. To derive the QoS requirements, a QoS
mechanism called Optimized Multi-Constrained Routing
(OMCR) is proposed in [11], which analyzed the dynamics
of power market and the impact of communication metrics
like delay and outage on the revenue of home appliances to
guarantee the reliability of NAN. Gui and Liu proposed a new
distributed topology control algorithm based on optimization
of delay and energy [12], which sufficiently considers the
interference degree and resources of nodes. The delay performance is guaranteed to satisfy the demand of network applications. In [14], the authors modeled the SG networks and
presented the communication delay analysis in typical wireless network deployment scenarios of smart grid with Voronoi
diagram, which provides theoretical guiding rules for designing WMN to meet the delay requirements.
With the fading and interference of wireless channel,
link condition may vary frequently in WMN. Besides,
interference from environment can also result in routing
instability. Therefore, it is important to enhance routing
reliability by providing alternative paths. Authors in
[15] proposed Distributed Autonomous Depth-first
Routing (DADR), a new distributed distance-vector
routing protocol, which can adapt to changing link conditions quickly and minimize network control overhead
at the same time. With DADR, when a link fails,
packets will be transmitted through an alternate next
hop, and the information of failed link is propagated
with the packets. Therefore, routes are updated dynamically with little overhead. With Hydro, a hybrid routing
protocol that combines local agility with centralized
control [16], nodes within the network use distributed
DAG formation to provide multiple routes, which are
based on ETX [18], to border routers. A tree-based
mesh routing scheme based on multi-gateway mesh network architecture is presented in [19]. The multigateway mesh routing scheme is based on a flexible
mesh network architecture that expands on the hybrid
tree routing of the IEEE802.11 s. They also proposed
a packet scheduling scheme based on back-pressure to
balance the traffic load among gateways. In addition, in
[20, 21], the main issues of IEEE802.11 s reliability in
SG communication network are analyzed and improved
by modifying the routing metric, routing discovery and
maintenance mechanism of HWMP.
Improving the measurement accuracy of HWMP routing
metric is helpful to decrease the probability of routing oscillations, but its routing metric is not suitable for specific SG
before optimizing it for various SG applications. Using historical records to help selecting a path can reduce the frequency
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of routing switching, while it does not consider different types
of traffic flows that being processed in the router currently.
When the backup routes are idle without any data to transmit
or the primary route transmits the set and other types of application traffic simultaneously, it will still lead to unnecessary
route switching. Therefore, we optimize the routing metric
and design traffic differentiation strategy by considering different packet size and transmission rate. Then the frequency of
route oscillations is reduced and the routing stability is improved by using historical route information in lower layer
to revise historical routing information.

where M i is the number of attempted MAC level
retransmissions for frame i, is the total number of successful
and failed frame transmissions, and RTmax is the maximum
allowed retransmission count.
The larger packet size and higher transmission rate are, the
lower successful transmission ratio is, so IEEE 802.11 devices
usually employ adaptive rate mechanism in MAC layer and
use channel conditions to adjust the rate for current packets.
We modify the airtime cost metric by considering packet size
and transmission rate:


ps
1
C a ðpsÞ ¼ Oca þ Op þ
Ri 1−e f ðps; Ri Þ

ð3Þ

3 QoS optimization for SG applications
In NAN, various applications (control information, periodic
power quality monitoring, meter reading and video surveillance, etc.) have different QoS requirements in terms of packet
size, frequency, delay, jitters and bandwidth, which should be
considered in the routing protocol design. In this section, we
propose a HWMP based NAN QoS-aware routing protocol
called HWMP-NQ to meet the QoS requirements of SG applications by including the data size and the transmission rate
in airtime cost metric of HWMP.

where ps is the data size, Ri is the transmission rate with i
modulation mode, it relates to the IEEE 802.11 standard
(802.11b is 11Mbp, and 802.11a is 54Mbps) and adopted rate
adjustment mechanism, ef(ps,Ri) is the error rate when data
size is ps and transmission rate is Ri. We do not consider the
selection of Ri, because it can be included into routing criterion calculation after rate selection by the link-layer adaptive
rate algorithm. Therefore, Ca(ps) can be used with different
adaptive rate algorithms and has a good compatibility.

3.1 Routing metric optimization

3.2 QoS calculation for SG applications

In NAN, various applications are transmitted simultaneously
with different QoS requirements and packet size. For example,
meter reading information and power quality monitoring information have smaller packet size, and can tolerate relatively
longer delay. On the other hand, the packet size of control
information and on-demand response flow is larger and has
higher latency and reliability requirements. In order to ensure
the QoS requirements for various applications, we modify the
airtime cost of HWMP by considering the data size and transmission rate as Eq. (1):


Bt
1
C a ¼ Oca þ Op þ
ð1Þ
R1 1−e f ðBt ; R1 Þ

In order to calculate the Ca(ps), we need to obtain the error rate
under different data size and transmission rate. In IEEE
802.11 s, the detecting frame is sent by broadcasting, so each
time only one rate and one frame size capsR1n be measured. If
employing direct measurement method, it can be obtained
through calculating the average value of several broadcasted
detecting frames. But this will greatly increase the link measurement overhead. As the IEEE 802.11 a/b have 12 rates, it
will result in the overhead and increase the probability of
channel collision, if we need to measure each rate separately.
Algorithm1. Frame error rate calculation
algorithm based on single measurement.
Input: the test frame error rate ef(Bt,R1),
the test frame size Bt, the test frame rate Ri,
the packet size ps and the data transmission
rate R1;
Output: the frame error rate ef(ps,Ri).
1. snr = findSNR (ef(Bt,R1),Bt,R1)
2. ef(ps,Ri) = findFER (snr,ps,Ri)
3. Return ef(ps,Ri)
We propose a frame error rate computing algorithm based
on single measurement, which is shown in algorithm 1, to
avoid too much measurement cost, it can be divided into
two steps:

where Bt is the test frame size, R1 is the data rate, which is set
to 1Mbps as default in the HWMP, and ef(Bt,R1) is the frame
error rate with test frame size Bt and transmission rate of test
frame R1. We use the number of retransmissions to calculate
the failure rate of the current network, which is shown as:
1X
Mi
P i¼1
P

e f ðB t ; R 1 Þ ¼

RT max

ð2Þ
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(1) Evaluating channel SNR findSNR (ef(Bt,R1),Bt,R1):
As shown in algorithm 2, estimating average
SNR (Signal Noise Ratio) through statistic frame
error rate, frame size, transmission rate and SNRBER (signal noise ratio to bit error rate).
(2) Calculating frame error rate of transmission data
findFER (snr,ps,Ri):
As shown in algorithm 3, we calculate frame error
rate by average SNR, data size, transmission rate (from
adaptive rate module) and SNR-BER.
Algorithm2. Calculation channel SNR of
transmission data
find SNR (ef(Bt,R1),Bt,R1)
Input: the test frame error rate ef(Bt,R1),
the test frame size Bt, the test frame rate R1
and the SNR-BER mapping table;
Output: snr.
1. Substitute ef(Bt,R1) and Bt into Eq. (5),



B
e f ðBt ; R1 Þ ¼ 1− 1−BER1 ðsnrÞ 24 1−BERR1 ðsnrÞ t t o
calculate BERR1 ðsnrÞ
2. According to SNR-BER mapping table, BE
RR1 ðsnrÞ and Ri, we obtain channel snr of data
transmission
3. Return snr
Algorithm3. Frame error rate calculation
algorithm with specified rate and packet
size findFER (snr,ps,Ri)
Input: the snr, the packet size ps, the send
rate Ri, the SNR-BER mapping table
Output: the frame error rate ef(ps,Ri)
1. According to snr and Ri, we can get bit
error rate BERRi ðsnrÞ from SNR-BER mapping
table
2. Substitute BERRi ðsnrÞ and ps into Eq. (5),

 
ps
FER ¼ 1− 1−BER1 ðsnrÞ 24 1−BERRi ðsnrÞ
3. Return FER
Both algorithm 2 and algorithm 3 need to map the
SNR into BER (bit error ratio). Some experiments and
simulations have collected corresponding rate and channel error rate of IEEE 802.11a/b [22]. We employ SNRBER mapping curve in [23] to obtain frame error rate
via data frame size after SNR-BER mapping. As our
previous work in [24], frame error rate is derived by:

IEEE 802.11 MAC frame, we obtain frame error rate of length
L under the modulation mode m as follows:


FERm ðLÞ ¼ 1− 1−e1 ð24Þ ð1−em ðLÞÞ

24
¼ 1− 1−BER1 ðsnrÞ ð1−BERm ðsnrÞÞL

where e1(24) is the error rate of sending physical layer convergence protocol (PLCP). We can estimate channel SNR by
sending a single probe frame, and then adopt frame size and
transmission rate through SNR-BER mapping to estimate the
frame error rate, consequently reduce the link measurement
overhead. At the same time, combining Eqs. (3) and (5), we
can calculate accurate airtime cost for different flows by considering the transmission rate and the specific traffic size.
3.3 Application differentiation from traffic flows
To meet the QoS requirements for SG’s various applications in
HWMP-NQ, we adopt the enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) defined in IEEE802.11e [25] for QoS
supporting. EDCA cache the upper service data in different
queues with different access class (AC) to reflect different
channel competition ability. These parameters include
maximum/minimum contention window (CWmax/CWmin)
and arbitration IFS number (AIFSN). The IEEE 802.11 [25]
defined four ACs as shown in Table 1. They are AC_VO,
AC_VI, AC_BE and AC_BK from high to low respectively.
For the i priority class, the contention window CWi,j in the
jth retransmission is calculated as:

 

CW i; j ¼ min 2 j CW min
þ 1 −1; CW max
; i∈0;
i
i

ð6Þ

…; N c −1; j∈0; …; m

where Nc is the number of ACs with default value 4 and m is
the maximum retransmissions with 4 or 7. Nodes can access
channel until the channel has been idled for an AIFSi duration
after back-off. The AIFSi can be calculated as:
AI FS i ¼ SIFS þ AIFSN i  T slot

ð7Þ

Smart grid applications and EDCA priority

Table 1

Priority AIFSN CWmin CWmax QoS

em ðLÞ ¼ 1−ð1−BERm ðsnrÞÞL

ð5Þ

ð4Þ

0
1

2
2

7
15

15
31

where m is the modulation mode (transmission rate), L is the
data length in bits, BERm(snr) is the bit error rate under the
modulation mode m and the snr. From (4), combining with

2
3

3
7

31
31

1,023
1,023

Application type

AC_VO Control information data
AC_VI Demand response,
Requested AMI,
Power quality data
AC_BE Meter reading data
AC_BK Video surveillance
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where SIFS is the short inter-frame space, and Tslot is the slot
time. Eqs. (6) and (7) show that the higher the level of access
(AC) is, the smaller contention window and the shorter AIFS
are, and the faster channel access is. Therefore, we divide
main NAN traffic into different levels as shown in Table 1.
We use 1 bit in the QoS control field of packets to assign
a latency tag (1 denote delay-tolerant). For example, video
surveillance applications have a low priority but they are
sensitive to delay. As shown in Fig. 1, if delay-sensitive
traffic is marked with 0, they will be dropped directly
over a certain time after checking the tag in the case of
no alternative routes.
However, latency-tolerant traffic such as AMI data and
periodic power quality data must be transmitted with the
highest reliability and QoS support. Therefore, we design a
delay-tolerant management module as shown in Fig. 1, which
is under the assumption that AMI data and power quality data
are not entirely time sensitive. For instance, we assume that
AMI packets are transmitted every 15 s while power quality
packets are transmitted every 3 s. As long as these packets are
transmitted successfully within the interval, some delay variation is tolerable. The main focus of this module is using an
extra queue to store packets that are labeled latency-tolerant
and not be sent in time. If it has not a route or backup routes
when we have packets to send, the delay-tolerant module will
be triggered. First, the packet will be stored in a latencytolerant queue if the tag bit is 1 (means delay-tolerant), then
the next RANN (root announcement) period is initiated and
the data in latency-tolerant queues will be transmitted if a valid
route to the destination is resolved for the corresponding mesh
STA. If the data failed to transmit resulting from channel collisions, EDCA will not discard the data but will hand it to the
delay management model to wait for transmitting by available
routes until timeout.
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4 Routing reliability optimization
In order to improve the reliability of HWMP-NQ in SG environment, we mitigate the impact of routing oscillation via a
multi-gateway backup routing scheme along with historical
information. Furthermore, we develop a routing correction
factor to rectify the impact of data transmission on routing
overheads.
4.1 Multi-gateway backup routing selection
Wireless mesh nodes need to store routing entries to multiple gateways by collaborating with multi-gateway
routing. We take the advantage of the MAC address of
gateway to mark the tree routing of NAN to avoid the
routing table conflict, then we add another routing table to
reserve the suboptimal route to the same root or to other
roots. In other words, a primary route with the minimum
airtime cost is maintained in the primary routing table, and
the alternate routing table save the suboptimal route to
same root and routes to other x roots (x=2 in this paper).
Nodes must ensure at least one available route to each
gateway, no matter what the other routing criterion is, to
guarantee the collaborations between neighbor area networks. Mesh STA (smart meter) will check the alternate
routing table on whether there exists a route to the root
when it receives a RANN massage coming from the root.
If not, the mesh STA adds a new route entry with this
RANN message. The mesh STA will update the corresponding route with this RANN information if already
exists a route to this root in the routing table with a
new sequence number or a better routing; otherwise the
received RANN will be discarded. An example with three
gateways is shown in Fig. 2. Node S maintains the minimal
cost route (solid line) as the primary route and the rests as
backup routes (dotted line) to different roots. In addition, with
the one-hop PERR routing maintenance mechanism, a node
does not transmit PERR message directly to the root when
there is no reserved route or route fails. Instead, a PERR message is generated but only transmitted to one-hop neighboring
mesh STAs which use the broken link. By taking the full
advantage of the multi-gateway backup routing scheme, we
can reduce the probability that a source node initiates the ondemand route discovery process by backtracking. Thus, we
can achieve a higher reliability and efficiency in sharing the
channel resources for SG, while the overhead is reduced.
4.2 Eliminating routing oscillation from historical information

Fig. 1 Process block for different delay demand data

Multi-gateway backup routing scheme selects optimal route to
specific destination node through a route management module. Since using historical information can decrease the impact
on network oscillations (such as those due to short-time signal
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Fig. 2 Example of NAN with
three gateways

interference, accidental packet loss, etc.) and make the route
more stable and accurate. Hence, to improve the stability, each
wireless node maintains the RANN information received in
two consecutive RANN rounds (the current round and the
previous round. Here a round is the time that the RANN information with a series of number traversals from the root
node to all Mesh nodes).
Algorithm4. Multi-gateway backup routing
selection
Input: the routing metric Ca(n) of n round
and the Ca(n − 1) of n − 1 round, the primary
route Pcurr and the backup route Pres of n−1 round
Output: the primary route Pcurr(n) and the
backup route
1 . if Pc u rr ( Ca( n) ) ≤ m in [P re s (C a(n )) ,
Pother(Ca(n))]
2. Select Pcurr(n−1) as Pcurr(n)
3. else if Pcurr(Ca(n)−Ca(n−1))⋅α≤Pres(Ca(n)
−Ca(n−1)) and Pcurr(Ca(n))⋅α+Pcurr(Ca(n−1))≤
Pother(Ca(n))
4. Select Pcurr(n−1) as Pcurr(n)
5. Select min[Pres(Ca(n)),Pother(Ca(n))] as
Pres(n)
6. else
7. Select min[Pres(Ca(n)),Pother(Ca(n))] as
Pcurr(n)
8. Select the second-best in {Pcurr(Ca(n)),
Pres(Ca(n)),Pother(Ca(n))} as
Pres(n)

Each STA calculates link cost by using all received RANN
messages, and a route with minimal cost is selected to transfer
packets in current RANN round. The suboptimal route and the
routes to other gateways will be stored in backup routing table as
backup routes. As shown in algorithm 4, the link cost of the
primary route and the backup routes will be stored as historical
information in the next RANN round, and the latest link cost is
computed via the latest RANN message simultaneously. If the
link cost of the primary route is less than that of the backup
routes in the new RANN round, the primary route is maintained.
Otherwise, it will be updated with the corresponding measures.
In [21], mesh STAs compare the historical difference between the primary route and the backup routes when the link
cost of the primary route is not minimal, and choose the one
with the minimum historical difference as the new primary
route to reduce routing oscillations. However, it ignores the
case that the historical difference is quite small while the
backup routes do not transfer data. Consequently, the historical difference of backup routes is much smaller than that of
the primary route. In addition, it does not consider the effects of the current data transmission, and ignore other optimal paths except the primary route and reserved routes.
Therefore, we introduce the routing correction factor α to
involve the impact of current data transmission on the primary route when using historical information. At the same
time, we compare it with optimal paths including but not
limited to primary route and backup routes in a new RANN
round, giving nodes the opportunity to choose more optimal
route as shown in algorithm 4.3.
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4.3 Routing correction factor

is the retransmission count. We can obtain the channel
occupancy time T of all data in a RANN round by (9):

If the overhead of the primary route is not minimum in
a new RANN round, whether we switch the route or not
depends on the historical overhead differences between
the primary route and the backup routes; meanwhile, it
depends on the overhand comparisons of the primary
route and the other routes. As shown in algorithm 4,
the primary route switching should not satisfy the following two conditions:
(1) Minimum primary route historical difference:

T¼

i¼0 j¼0

Pcurr ðC a ðnÞÞ⋅α þ Pcurr ðC a ðn−1ÞÞ ≤ Pother ðC a ðnÞÞ

When comparing historical difference, we want to
eliminate the effects of the current data because it is
not the interference flow. We have to consider the influence of other data flow for occupation transmission
bandwidth and contention channel when comparing with
other reserved routes, so we introduce the routing correction factor α that is the proportion of channel occupancy of data sent by all other routes expect the primary route, and it is calculated as follow:

⋅ni; j

ð10Þ

N f −1

X ps f
j¼0

(2) When we consider the historical data, the primary route
is superior to the other backup routes:

Ri; j

and T(f) of flow f:

T¼

Pcurr ðC a ðnÞ−C a ðn−1ÞÞ⋅α≤ Pres ðC a ðnÞ−C a ðn−1ÞÞ

N −1 N i −1
X psi
X

Rj

⋅n j

ð11Þ

where N is the total transmitted data in a RANN round, Ni is
the total transmitted data in a RANN round of flow i and Nf is
the total transmitted data of flow f in a RANN round.

5 Performance evaluation
Since the ns31 simulator includes IEEE 802.11 s module [26],
we simulate and evaluate the HWMP-NQ protocol using ns3
and the original HWMP is used as routing protocol
specification.

5.1 Experiments parameters setting
T −T ð f Þ
α¼
T

ð8Þ

where T is the channel occupancy time of transmitting
all data flow in a RANN round, and T(f) is the channel
occupancy time of transmitting data flow f by primary
route in a RANN round. In order to simplify the calculation and facilitate system development, we define the
packet channel occupancy time as the transmission time
of packet in the channel, regardless of the channel access time. Then, the channel occupancy time t i,j of
packet j of the data flow i is calculated as:
t i; j ¼

psi
⋅ni; j
Ri; j

ð9Þ

where psi is the packet size of i data flow, we assume
the packet size of the same traffic having a fixed value,
Ri,j is the transmission rate of j packet of flow i, and ni,j

The simulation parameters are set as shown in Table 2. Each
mesh node of NAN is equipped with IEEE 802.11a network
interfaces, and we employ AARF as the adaptive rate adjustment algorithm. For each simulation setting, we repeat the
simulation for 50 runs with different random seeds and take
the average. We employ the same random number to compare
different routing protocols in the same network environment
(wireless link, flows, etc.).
In the simulation, the nodes are laid out in a grid topology
and simulations are performed by using 3×3, 4×4, 5×5, 6×6,
7×7 and 8×8 NAN nodes with distance of 150 m between
neighbor nodes. We add two mesh nodes into network as
gateway nodes to gather the data of rest mesh nodes (smart
meters). According to the communication requirements of
smart grid, we configure the NAN data on ns3 as given in
Table 3. In addition, we set random jitters for all periodic
traffic to avoid neighbor nodes transmitting data simultaneously, and to reduce the impact of channel conflict on network performance.
1

ns-3 Network Simulator 3. http://www.nsnam.org/
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Simulation environments

Parameter

Value

Simulation time

500 s

PHY standards

IEEE 802.11a

Transmitter power
Wireless signal propagation
delay model

18dbm
Constant speed propagation
delay model

Wireless signal propagation
loss model
Rate adaptive adjustment

Log distance propagation
loss model
Enable (AARF)

HWMP RANN interval

5s

Numbers of simulation

50

5.2 Protocol comparison in NAN of different size

Fig. 3 Average throughout comparison of three protocols in various
network sizes

In the first experiment, we compare the performance of
HWMP, Multi-gateway Routing [19] and HWMP-NQ protocols in different mesh network sizes (hereinafter, express in
NS): 3×3 (9 nodes), 4×4 (16 nodes), 5×5 (25 nodes), 6×6
(36 nodes), 7×7 (49 nodes), 8×8 (64 nodes), respectively. We
randomly add two mesh nodes as gateways aggregating NAN
traffic data.
Figure 3 shows the average throughput that indicates the
total amount of data received by each root node per second. As we can see, the increasing data makes the throughput increase and the network becomes congested with the
number of nodes increasing. After certain saturation, the
throughput begins to decrease since the increasing sizes
of network leads to insufficient channel resources. The
throughput of HWMP reaches saturation at NS=36, while
the throughput of HWMP-NQ and Multi-gateway Routing
reach the saturation at NS=49 due to better multi-gateway
strategy. Besides, since HWMP-NQ is optimized for different SG NAN traffic, it could choose better transmission
path to achieve a higher throughput than others.
Figure 4 shows the packet delivery ratio (PDR) that represents the ratio of total number of packets received by the root
nodes and the overall number of packets transmitted by all
NAN mesh nodes in the network. The network becomes
Table 3 Smart Grid applications
set

increasingly congested and the PDR declines with the number
of nodes increasing, especially, the PDR of HWMP decreases
rapidly because of insufficient reliability. If we take PDR≥
90% as the network standard, HWMP is only applicable to
the network NS≤25 while Mitigate Routing is suitable to NS≤
36. HWMP-NQ has the highest delivery ratio since it chooses
better routes under different traffic flows and reduces the oscillation via multi-gateway backup route selection mechanism
so that it can carry a higher amount of data and guarantee
PDR≥90% when NS≤49.
The average end-to-end delay of each NAN’s traffic is
shown in Fig. 5. Since the optimized routing criterion and
QoS service differentiation strategy are applied to HWMPNQ for various NAN applications, it could choose a better
route to achieve a lower end-to-end delay when NS≤36. When
NS>36, congestion starts to occur so that packets cannot be
forwarded promptly, HWMP-NQ begins to deal with the important and delay-tolerate data by the latency-tolerate module
rather than discarding it directly, so it has a higher delay but
less than 100 ms which meets the traffic delay requirements.
From Figs. 4 and 5 we can see that, HWMP-NQ guarantees
the delay of NAN traffic and improves the PDR of NAN at the
cost of a certain delay.

Type of service

Application size

Transmission
interval

Requirement
latency

Priority
(EDCA)

Latency
tag bit

Periodic AMI
AMI management
Periodic power quality
Power management
Requested AMI
Requested power quality
Video surveillance

123 bytes
4,000 bytes
3,000 bytes
4,000 bytes
123 bytes
2,000 bytes
250kB/s

15 s
300 s
3s
300 s
On-demand
On-demand
Constant

<15 s
<1 s
<3 s
<1 s
<5 s
<5 s
<100 ms

2
0
2
0
1
1
3

1
0
1
0
1
1
0
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Fig. 4 Average packet delivery ratio comparison of three protocols in
various network sizes

Fig. 6 Routing control information overhead comparison of three
protocols in various network sizes

As Fig. 6 shows, the control messages (PERR and ondemand PREQ) generated in HWMP-NQ are reduced by
nearly 60 % compare to HWMP when NS = 64. That
HWMP-NQ can significantly reduce the routing control messages is mainly due to three reasons. The first is that the optimized link cost metric allows better route selection, which
results in fewer failed transmission packets. The second is that
the multi-gateway backup routing scheme reduces the route
oscillations, further improves the stability of the network and
decreases the generation of PREQ packets. The last is that the
single-hop PERR route maintenance mechanism reduces the
PERR message sent when routing error occurred.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of packet delivery ratio
(PDR) in various applications. HWMP, MR, NQ represent
HWMP, Multi-gateway Routing, HWMP-NQ protocol respectively, and pe, re, vi respectively denote cycle data

collection, on-demand request data, video surveillance data.
As shown in Fig. 7, there are little PDR difference among each
flow of HWMP and Multi-gateway Routing because they are
not optimized for different NAN traffic so that they cannot
guarantee the reliability of on-demand data, such as the requested AMI and power quality, when the network is congested.
Since HWMP-NQ optimizes route criterion for NAN applications requiring different QoS to select the transmission route
accurately for specific data. Moreover, it includes the priority
queue strategy for different QoS requirements flows and the
delay-tolerant module to ensure reliability for delay-tolerate
traffic. Therefore, HWMP-NQ ensures the reliability of high
priority traffic by sacrificing lower priority traffic when network
is congested. The delivery rate of each flow is quite different.
As shown in Fig. 7, packet delivery rate of on-demand request
traffic (NQ pe) in HWMP-NQ has remained more than 90 %.

Fig. 5 Average end-to-end delay comparison of three protocols in
various network sizes

Fig. 7 Average packet delivery ratio of various NAN applications
comparison in various network sizes
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Fig. 8 Packet delivery ratio comparison of three protocols in various
mesh node failure rate

Fig. 10 Routing control information overhead comparison of three
protocols in various mesh node failure rate

5.3 Network performance with mesh node failure rate
In the second experiment, we investigate the impact of wireless mesh node failure rate on network performance. We work
with a fixed network topology NS=36 which the performance
gaps are smaller between the three protocols according to the
first experiment results to facilitate comparison. The failure
rate (FR) for each node are set to [0, 0.1], and the simulation
results are shown in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Since the HWMP-NQ uses the multi-gateway backup route
selection scheme, neighbor nodes could establish multi-hop
routes to ensure the delivery ratio of critical data by using the
alternate routing table when some neighboring mesh nodes are
failed. We can see from Fig. 8, the packet delivery ratio of
HWMP-NQ does not decline much and remains above 87 %
with the increasing failure rate of mesh nodes. Comparing to
HWMP and Multi-gateway Routing, HWMP-NQ always has
the highest delivery rate, while HWMP will discard data at

each failure node or failure link, which leads to data delivery
rate decrease rapidly. Multi-gateway Routing can effectively
reduce the influence of mesh nodes fault on data transmission
through multi-gateway coordination mechanism to establish a
new transmission path to some extent.
As shown in Fig. 9, since HWMP drops packets directly
when a node fails, and then notifies the source node to broadcast
PERR messages and tries to find the path to re-send data, the
average end-to-end delay quickly becomes larger with the failure
rate of mesh nodes increasing. Multi-gateway routing effectively
reduces the latency growth with the gateway load scheduling
mechanism based on back-pressure when nodes failure happened, hence the delay is minimum. Despite sacrificing end-toend transmission delay to ensure packet delivery ratio of delay
tolerate traffic, HWMP-NQ employs alternate routes of neighbors to build new path through multi-gateway backup route selection scheme and PERR based single-hop route maintenance
mechanism, which avoids on-demand route discovery delay

Fig. 9 End-to-end delay comparison of three protocols in various mesh
node failure rate

Fig. 11 Throughout comparison of three protocols in various mesh node
failure rate
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overhead so that to achieve a lower transmission delay than
HWMP at a higher failure rate (FR≥0.02).
We can see from Fig. 10, HWMP-NQ makes full use of
neighbors backup routes information to build multi-hop
routing and retransmit data through single-hop PERR mechanism, which reduces the probability of triggering source node
on-demand routing discovery process and greatly decreases
the PERR and on-demand PREQ packet transmission frequencies in the mesh nodes fault (routing error) case. Since
HWMP-NQ reduces routing control information overhead,
NAN traffic has more network resources to use. Therefore,
as shown in Fig. 11, HWMP-NQ can maintain high average
throughput even facing increasing failure rate of mesh nodes.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a NAN QoS-aware routing
scheme, called HWMP-NQ, for optimizing HWMP protocol
to meet the QoS requirements and improve the reliability for
smart grid. The HWMP-NQ not only improves the accuracy of
routing criterion and reflects the characteristics of different SG
applications by modifying the airtime cost metric of HWMP
that considers the data size and transmission rate. But also
reduces the overhead of link measurements through the single
measurement based traffic QoS calculation algorithm, and
meets the QoS requirements of smart grid through the QoSbased service differentiation strategy. In addition, the reliability
of HWMP-NQ has been improved by utilizing a multi-gateway
backup routing scheme. Simulation results have demonstrated
that the proposed HWMP-NQ shows higher performance than
other existing schemes in terms of average packet delivery
ratio, end-to-end delay, routing control information overhead
and throughput, even facing a high failure rate of mesh nodes.
In our future work, we will focus on data fusion on gateways
which are equipped with multi-radio multi-channel to reduce
access channel overhand and interference so as to improve
reliability of smart grid communication networks preferably.
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